FE AT U R E

Harbeth Compact 7ES-3
vs. Stirling SB-88
By Mark Marcantonio

H

ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS LISTEN

eritage: It’s a key
component to how
stereo equipment
is designed and how
it sounds. When it comes to
speakers, BBC monitors arguably
have the most famous lineage.
Simple, thin-walled boxes designed to be placed on stands,
these types of speakers add in a
sonic signature of low coloration
and flat measurements, which are
the basics of a successful monitor.
Two companies currently epitomize the BBC design: Harbeth
and Stirling.
While direct comparisons are
not the norm at TONEAudio, when
a pair of Stirling SB-88s arrived for
review, the obvious comparison
to the Harbeth Compact 7ES-3
couldn’t be helped. Possessing a nearly identical cabinet size
(20.5 by 10.7 by 12 inches for the
Harbeths; 19.5 by 10.7 by 11.75
inches for the Stirlings), along with
similar drivers and port layouts,
these speakers present instant
curiosity. Even grill removal on
both models calls for patience and
an old credit card. Besides veneers, the biggest differences are
the flat front flange, sealed back
panel, and dual binding posts of
the SB-88, and the slightly rounded bevel, screwed-in rear panel,
and single set of binding posts of
the Compact 7. (continued)
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True to their DNA, both models prefer slightly shorter stands for optimum
performance—in this case, the 19-inch
Sound Anchors. After a weekend playing with positioning, the results for the
9-by-12-foot room were identical, sans a
1/4-inch less toe-in for the SB-88. Two
other rooms were used as well: an 11-by18-foot family room and 14-by-18-foot living room. Powering the competitors is the
150-watts-per-channel Simaudio Moon
i-7 integrated amp. Sources include the
Rega RP1 with Ortofon Super OM 40 cartridge and Sim Moon LP 5.3 phono pre,
and a MacBook running iTunes/Pure Music paired with a Sim Moon 300D DAC.
The SB-88s resolve with a sense of
intimacy. Allen Stone’s bluesy vocals in a
live recording of “Sleep” ache with emotional clarity. The tightness of the acoustic
guitar strokes leaves little doubt as to
technique. Yet, for all the purity of high
frequencies, hiss and edginess are never
spotted.
The midrange of the SB-88 continues
the purity of signal, which is not surprising
considering the design parameters of the
BBC concept. Percussion is equally tight,
with obvious definition between each
piece of the drum kit. The strong pianokey strokes on Trixie Whitley’s “Breathe
You in My Dreams” hold their own space
next to her rich and complex vocals.
But the lower registers really give
away the SB-88 as a monitor. The rich
layering that bass brings to so many
songs just never kicks in with the SB-88.
The funk classic “Fire” by the Ohio Players, with its foot-tapping bass line, gives
only a hint of its existence. The lack of
bottom-end has always been mini-monitor territory. No matter which of the three
rooms are utilized, I’m left wanting so
much more.
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Interestingly enough, both
speakers sound their best in nearly
the same position in all three listening rooms, another nod to their
lineage. However, when the music
begins to play on the Compact
7s, the difference is palpable. The
Harbeths bring more bass grunt
and detail. Listening to music with
any sort of low end through the
Compact 7s is a whole different experience. The bass guitar in “Fire”
resolves and thumps, matching the
speaker’s 46-Hz low-end rating.
The upper frequencies of the
Harbeths offer a wider imaging
sweet spot, while the signal coming
forth just has more of everything:
detail, depth, spaciousness, etc. A
sense of soulfulness is present on
the Compact 7s that isn’t there with
the SB-88s. Through the Harbeths,
the xylophone near the beginning
of Steely Dan’s “Aja” rings from the
deepest regions of the speaker
cabinet. And Trixie Whitely’s vocals
take on a sense of aged richness,
much like a fine wine.
As with the SB-88s, the Compact 7s take advantage of the
space in the cabinet and that in between the speakers, but the latter
speakers extend all the way to the
walls. Acoustic treatments do come
into play, though I find no need to
reset the position of the GIK panels.
The music comes to the listener
rather than he or she needing to
step into the musical space. There’s
no need to check with head/ear position to confirm the sweet spot with
the Harbeths—just sit back and enjoy the experience. (continued)
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The Compact 7s reproduce
two of the hardest instruments for
speakers—the piano and the human voice—with a naturalness and
clarity that stuns. The piano notes
roll over the music like waves. Jan
Gunnar Hoff’s piano on a vinyl version of his album Living cascades
throughout the room. Tonal structure and timbre are beautifully accurate and as non-fatiguing as one
can rightfully expect at this price
point.
Listening to pre-Auto-Tune
vocal performances demonstrates
the additional resolution that the
Compact 7s have over the Stirlings.
From Ella Fitzgerald to a young
Melissa Etheridge and from Dean
Martin to Kris Kristofferson, the
Compact 7s deliver a complete
vocal performance, including the
imperfections that make each
singer’s voice an honest and
terrific treat.

The Final Tally
While the Stirling SB-88 is a nice
speaker, with all the good intentions of the BBC monitor tradition,
it cannot match the broad, rich
sonic experience that the Harbeth
Compact 7ES-3 provides. Alan
Shaw (Harbeth owner and speaker
designer), the BBC monitor crown
belongs to you. l

"We’re happy to make the LCD-X our choice for
Product of the Year in the Personal Audio category."
– Jeff Dorgay, Tone Audio

Discover The Award-Winning LCD Collection

Stirling Broadcast SB-88
$3,450 – $3,850
(depending on finish)
www.stirlingbroadcast.net
Harbeth Compact C7ES-3
$3,690 – $3,990
(depending on finish)
www.harbeth.co.uk

www.audeze.com/toneaudio
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